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OUR ORIGIN STORY
We solved a real-world problem using nutrition

We’re a team of brothers.

Our company was born when we came 
across an energy bar being used by our 
Armed Forces in the field.  It was full of 
unhealthy trans-fat and tasted like cardboard.  
Trans fat causes coronary heart disease.  
Military feeding officials said that trans fat was 
required in order to have 3 years of shelf life.  
But we knew that was false.

So we campaigned hard and managed to 
sign a Cooperative R&D Agreement with the 
Army, and we fixed the problem within a year.  
We created the Soldier Fuel energy bar, 
which has no trans fat, great taste, high 
performance, and proven 3 years of shelf life.  

Now Soldier Fuel is the premier energy bar 
used by elite U.S. Special Operations Forces 
units.  It’s also being picked up by other top 
units in militaries around the world.
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This makes civilians want it.  “If Navy SEALs use Soldier Fuel, I want it, too.”
It serves as certification / vetting / endorsement, at the highest level.

DIFFERENTIATOR #1
Featured in the US Special Operations Forces Nutrition Guide
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DIFFERENTIATOR #2
Best-tasting bar on the market

Yes, we said ”best.”

We use real cocoa nibs and 100% unsweetened chocolate.  No powders or cheap stuff.

People are surprised at how good it tastes.  Like the Men’s Health editor…
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DIFFERENTIATOR #3
The only all-natural bar with 3 years of shelf life

This is our sustainable 
competitive advantage.

Soldier Fuel is unique in that it’s an all 
natural bar, with no trans fat, that has three 
years of shelf life confirmed by military labs.

This makes it the ultimate bar for military 
and preppers, who need shelf-stable 
products.

Competitors would only be able to compete 
in three years, after they’ve proven real 
shelf life.

3-year shelf-life test by
Canadian Defense Ministry

Soldier Fuel in custom 
wrapper for the 
Canadian military
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OPPORTUNITIES: 
The Prepper, Military, and First Responder markets

1. We have a loyal core base of preppers and survivalists 
who repeatedly buy through Amazon. We experienced a 
surge of interest from this group in 2020, and we want to 
expand and capitalize on this.

2. After years of work to secure large foreign military 
customers and facilitate government evaluation, we are 
now poised to potentially land substantial contracts with 
foreign militaries.

3. We currently sell about 32,000 bars a year to one fire 
department, LA County Fire.  There are 1.8 million police 
officers and firefighters across 48,000 police and fire 
departments in the U.S.
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OPPORTUNITY #1
A surge of interest from preppers and survivalists in 2020

At the height of COVID, in April/May 
2020, Soldier Fuel became Amazon’s 
Choice for emergency food bars.  
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in gross sales from just $1,268 in marketing spend.

On Amazon, in January-April 2020, we had…

OPPORTUNITY #1
A surge of interest from preppers and survivalists in 2020

$42,710 

These are facebook ads, pointing to Amazon
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In recent months we’ve generated EARNED MEDIA and positive BUZZ in the 
prepper space, ranging from influencer blogs to a popular prepper/survival 
magazine.  

OPPORTUNITY #1
A surge of interest from preppers and survivalists in 2020

The June 2020 issue
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The Israel Defense Forces (IDF) is one of the most respected militaries in the world.  
They’ve recently selected Soldier Fuel to be their ration bar, after 6 years of 
evaluations.

OPPORTUNITY #2
Potential foreign military contracts - Israel
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OPPORTUNITY #2
Potential foreign 
military contracts - Israel

The official Israel Defense Forces 
government website now features 
SOLDIER FUEL.

We expect the first rations orders 
from the IDF in late 2020.
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This is March 2020

OPPORTUNITY #2
Potential foreign military contracts - Indonesia

The Chief of Police commands the 
Indonesian National Police, which is a 
force with 380,000 members.  This is a 
current active lead.
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LA County Fire buys ~32,000 
bars per year.

There are 1.8 million police 
officers and firefighters 
across 48,000 police and fire 
departments in the U.S.

OPPORTUNITY #3
Expanding Fire and Police department sales
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PROOF POINTS
Discovery Channel has highlighted our appeal to both military 
and preppers
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PROOF POINTS
With ~$1,200 in ad spend in early 2020, we hit the #27 spot on 
Amazon

April 23, 2020
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PROOF POINTS
Scientific and 
expert validation

This recommendation is from 
Lt. Col. Dan Johnston, M.D., who 
was director of the Department
of Defense Human Performance 
Lab.
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The Plan: 
Raise $1M in investment to fund our efforts in…

• The PREPPER / SURVIVAL market.   Focus on and 
develop this tight-knit target demo that already has proven 
high affinity for Soldier Fuel, buys repeatedly, and shops 
based on word-of-mouth.

• Launch a 1-year DTC campaign that grows sales and 
achieves a meaningful revenue base in this hyper-
focused target demo and allows us to…

• Become the dominant energy bar in this Prepper / 
Survival demo within 2 years – online first, and then at 
B&M retail (into which we will eventually expand).

• The MILITARY  +  FIRE / POLICE markets.  Nurture the 
existing potential customers, and pursue new ones, at trade 
shows and using key broker networks.

Allocation of 
money and 

effort

75%

25%
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Prepper / Survival Military Police/Fire Total Addressable Market

The Total Addressable Market of our target markets is $4.7B, and 
Soldier Fuel has achieved traction in all of them
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Target Markets
Total Addressable Market ($billions)

1 Allied Military Energy/’Forward Operating’ Rations Market
2 US Police/Fire Departments Energy/’Forward Operating’ Rations Market
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See next page



Average 
Annual 

Spend on 
Food 

Supplies

1.1 million high-intensity Preppers
Avg. annual spend on food: $485/year/person
Market Size: $540 million
34% of US Civilian Survival Food Market

$485

2.6 million medium-intensity Preppers
Avg. annual spend on food:  $75/year/person
Market Size: $200 million
12% of US Civilian Survival Food Market

34.8 million other civilians purchasing survival kits
Avg. annual spend on food: $35/year/person
Market Size: $870 million
54% of US Civilian Survival Food Market

Consumer Population in Segment (Millions of people)

Prepper/Survival Food Market ($M)

Area of box represents total 
annual market size

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40

The Prepper/Survival food market is $1.6 billion
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$75

$35

46% of this market is 
concentrated in the highly-
targetable, highly-reachable 
segment of people who self-
identify as Preppers. They 
spend $0.7B per year on 
survival food



The Prepper / Survival Target Market 
Conservative revenue and gross margin estimates with sensitivity analysis
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Five	Year	Revenue	Modeling
Year	1 Year	2 Year	3 Year	4 Year	5

Preppers 3,700,000												 3,722,200												 3,744,533																		 3,767,000												 3,789,602												
Percent	who	buy	 0.5% 1.0% 2.0% 3.5% 5.0%
Number	who	buy 18,500																		 37,222																		 74,891																								 131,845															 189,480															
Units	purchased/year 1.5 27,750																		 55,833																		 112,336																					 197,768															 284,220															

US	Population 256,000,000							 257,536,000							 259,081,216													 260,635,703							 262,199,518							
Percent	that	buys	survival	kits 11.24% 28,774,400									 28,947,046									 29,120,729																 29,295,453									 29,471,226									
'Survival	kit	only'	(non-Preppers) 25,074,400									 25,224,846									 25,376,195																 25,528,453									 25,681,623									
Percent	who	buy	 0.1% 0.5% 2.0% 3.5% 5.0%
Number	who	buy 25,074																		 126,124															 507,524																					 893,496															 1,284,081												
Units	purchased/year 1.2 30,089																		 151,349															 609,029																					 1,072,195												 1,540,897												

Total	units	sold 57,839																		 207,182															 721,365																					 1,269,963												 1,825,118												
Revenue 29.99$												 1,734,600$									 6,213,391$									 21,633,727$													 38,086,176$						 54,735,276$						
COGS 8.00$															 462,714$													 1,657,457$									 5,770,917$																 10,159,700$							 14,600,941$							
Fulfillment	costs 6.00$															 347,036$													 1,243,092$									 4,328,188$																 7,619,775$									 10,950,705$							
Gross	Margin 924,850$												 3,312,841$									 11,534,621$													 20,306,701$						 29,183,630$						

Sensitivity	Analysis	on	Key	Assumptions
High	case Low	case

%	of	Preppers	who	purchase 5.0% 5.0% 3.5% 3.0% 1.0% 1.0%
Units	purchased/year 2.0 1.6 1.8 1.2 1.4 1.0

%	of	'Survival	Kit	only'	buyers	who	purchase 5.0% 5.0% 2.0% 2.0% 0.5% 0.5%
Units	purchased/year 1.5 1.0 1.3 1.0 1.3 1.0

Total	Customers/year 1,438,720	 1,438,720	 630,988					 612,488					 162,372					 162,372					

Annual	Revenues	($M) 67$													 46$													 27$													 19$													 6$															 5$															
Annual	Gross	Margin	($M) 36$													 25$													 14$													 10$													 3$															 3$															



Preppers are a loyal audience of repeat buyers
Will Preppers buy only one box and then store it for three years?  No. 
Preppers buy for long-term readiness, and also for daily use.  

- These are all genuine Amazon reviews of Soldier Fuel –
Not from paid promotions
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Unit economics / margins - for DTC

Box of 15 bars

$30  Retail price
- $8.00 COGS
- $6.00 Fulfillment 

(incl. shipping + 1 month of warehousing)

= $16 gross margin per box (53%)
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ENSURING DTC EXPERTISE ON OUR TEAM

Our DTC launch partner will be Stray Digital.
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Christian D’Andrea
• Graduate of Harvard and Oxford
• Director/producer/creator of cable TV series (incl. 

Weather Channel’s hit series Hurricane Hunters)
• Author (TOUCHING THE DRAGON, Knopf and 

Vintage, 2019)

Mark D’Andrea
• Harvard graduate
• Created boutique management consulting firm 

focused on increasing efficiency and reducing 
costs. 

THE TEAM

Nidhi Chadda
• Harvard MBA
• Strategic advisor/investor
• I-banking, consulting and corporate finance at 

RBC Global Asset Management, McKinsey, etc.
• Co-host / Women in Tech series (Harvard 

Business School Women's Association)
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Christian D’Andrea
christian@soldierfuel.com

323.841.1365

Mark D’Andrea
mark@soldierfuel.com

323.841.0590
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Appendix A - More surprising details on the Prepper demo:

Food is their #1 concern

Sources: https://globalbiodefense.com/2017/10/27/preppers-on-the-frontline-of-u-s-preparedness/  +  http://ensovoort.com/doomsdaypreppers/ 
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Appendix B – Understanding target customer psychographics

• Preppers are skeptical of new companies exploiting 
the tacticool fad.  We don’t.  And that matters to them.

• They care about a company’s
o Authenticity - we have the military pedigree
o Story – we developed it for the military, improved 

it, brought it to market
o Time in marketplace – A new competitor that 

pitches its “tacticool” product will not be accepted, 
because what you need is a 13-year track record, 
which only we have.  
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Appendix C – our Corporate Social Responsibility is aligned with 
the Prepper, Military, and First Responder communities

We’ve donated bars to the military 
and first responder communities 
during COVID.  
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Appendix D – more Prepper influencers praising Soldier Fuel
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A July 2020 review



Appendix E – effectiveness of Soldier Fuel nutrition 
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Note: we own the registered SteadyEnergy® trademark


